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HOHEM iSteady Pro 2 3axis gimbal stabilizer for Gopro

Hero 7,6,5,4,3

SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL Hohem iSteady Pro 2

Weight 0.77 lbs

Payload 0.33 lbs

Camera Size Supported
Max. Width: 1.75 inches

Max.Thickness: 1.06 inches

Working Time 12 hours

Charging Time 3.5 hours

Mechanical Range

Panning: 600°

Rolling: 320°

Tilting: 320°

Working Temperature -10~45°C

 The newest 3D Inception Mode allows your

phone to rotate 360°

 Updated Sport Mode allows shooting smooth

shot

 Perfect balance & adaptive speed helps to avoid

shaky video

 Various modes on Hohem App

 Charging for 3.5 hours; Up to 12 hours of

playtime

 Compatible for Gopro Hero 7,6,5,4,3, SJ CAM, YI

Cam, Sony RX0

*Please NOTE: This product is only available in
the US.

Kind Notice: TikTech promo codes can be used

with coupons at Amazon stores when you check

out. Please select the checkbox to clip the coupon

on Amazon (if the store provides coupons) before

applying TikTech Amazon promo code at

checkout.

http://www.tiktech.com
https://tiktech.com/pages/amazonpromocode
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Newly Developed 3D "Inception"

Mode
(Not for Gopro Hero 8 ) This stabilizer features a
newly developed "inception" Mode that would
able to vertically rotate your action camera
360°spontaneously when filming, giving you the
master-like video-making experience.

Updated Sports Mode & Perfect

Balance
Updated sports mode allows you to shoot
incredibly smooth shots even while going to
extremes sports. High-performance motor
realizes axis overlap & low angle shoot like a
breeze. 3 axe's Variable speed adaptation is
extremely sensitive to hand movements.

You CanAlso Be a Professional

Director
Hohem's sophistication and convertibility make it
a unique production tool. This tool features the
joystick, all following/all lock/pan following/pan
& tilt following modes & 2 ¼ Screw hole for
accessories such as a tripod or a phone holder.

Up To 12H Running Time
Recording all motions in a stable shot with the
updated "time-lapse" Mode to create Dynamic
effect, reflecting all movements of targeted
objects throughout a day within seconds.
Hohem iSteady Pro2 gimbal stabilizer lasts up
to 12H and can also charge your action camera.
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